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Abstract. We study how big the blow-up in size can be when one
switches between the CNF and DNF representations of boolean func-
tions. For a function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}, cnfsize(f) denotes the min-
imum number of clauses in a CNF for f ; similarly, dnfsize(f) denotes
the minimum number of terms in a DNF for f . For 0 ≤ m ≤ 2n−1, let
dnfsize(m, n) be the maximum dnfsize(f) for a function f : {0, 1}n →
{0, 1} with cnfsize(f) ≤ m. We show that there are constants c1, c2 ≥ 1
and ε > 0, such that for all large n and all m ∈ [ 1
ε
n, 2εn], we have
2
n−c1 nlog(m/n) ≤ dnfsize(m, n) ≤ 2n−c2 nlog(m/n) .
In particular, when m is the polynomial nc, we get dnfsize(nc, n) =
2
n−θ(c−1 nlog n ).
1 Introduction
Boolean functions are often represented as disjunctions of terms (i.e. in DNF) or
as conjunctions of clauses (i.e. in CNF). Which of these representations is prefer-
able depends on the application. Some functions are represented more succinctly
in DNF whereas others are represented more succinctly in CNF, and switching
between these representations can involve an exponential increase in size. In this
paper, we study how big this blow-up in size can be.
We recall some well-known concepts (for more details see Wegener [16]). The
set of variables is denoted by Xn = {x1, . . . , xn}. Literals are variables and
negated variables. Terms are conjunctions of literals. Clauses are disjunctions of
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where Ti and Ci are sets of literals. The form (1) is usually referred to as con-
junctive normal form (CNF) and the form (2) is usually referred to as disjunctive
normal form (DNF), although it would be historically more correct to call them
conjunctive and disjunctive forms and use normal only when the sets Ci and Ti
have n literals on distinct variables. In particular, this would ensure that normal
forms are unique. However, in the computer science literature such a distinction
is not made, and we will use CNF and DNF while referring to expressions such
as (1) or (2) even when no restriction is imposed on the sets Ci and Ti, and there
is no guarantee of uniqueness. The size of a CNF is the number of clauses (the
parameter s in (1)), and cnfsize(f) is the minimum number of clauses in a CNF
for f . Similarly, dnfsize(f) is the minimum number of terms in a DNF for f .
We are interested in the maximal blow-up of size when switching from the
CNF representation to the DNF representation (or vice versa). For 0 ≤ m ≤
2n−1, let dnfsize(m, n) be the maximum dnfsize(f) for a function f : {0, 1}n →
{0, 1} with cnfsize(f) ≤ m. Since ∧ distributes over ∨, a CNF with m clauses
each with k literals can be converted to a DNF with km terms each with at
most m literals. If the clauses do not share any variable, this blow-up cannot be
avoided. If the clauses don’t share variables, we have km ≤ n, and the maximum
dnfsize(f) that one can achieve by this method is 2
n
2 . Can the blow-up be worse?
In particular, we want to know the answer to the following question:
For a function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}, how large can dnfsize(f) be if
cnfsize(f) is bounded by a fixed polynomial in n?
The problem is motivated by its fundamental nature: dnfsize(f) and cnfsize(f)
are fundamental complexity measures. Practical circuit designs like programma-
ble logic arrays (PLAs) are based on DNFs and CNFs. Lower bounds on un-
bounded fan-in circuits are based on the celebrated switching lemma of H̊astad
(1989) which is a statement about converting CNFs to DNFs where some vari-
ables randomly are replaced by constants. Hence, it seems that the exact re-
lationship between CNFs and DNFs ought to be understood as completely as
possible. Fortunately, CNFs and DNFs have simple combinatorial properties al-
lowing the application of current combinatorial arguments to obtain such an
understanding. In contrast, the results of Razborov and Rudich [13] show that
this is not likely to be possible for complexity measures like circuit size and
circuit depth.
Another motivation for considering the question is the study of SAT algo-
rithms and heuristics with “mild” exponential behaviour; a study which has
gained a lot of momentum in recent years (e.g., Monien and Speckenmeyer[10],
Paturi et al. [11], Dantsin et al. [4], Schöning [14], Hofmeister et al. [7], and
Dantsin et al. [5]). Despite many successes, the following fundamental question
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is still open: Is there an algorithm that decides SAT of a CNF with n vari-
ables and m clauses (without any restrictions on the length of clauses) in time
mO(1)2cn for some constant c < 1? The obvious brute force algorithm solves the
problem in time mO(1)2n. One method for solving SAT is to convert the CNF
to a DNF, perhaps using sophisticated heuristics to keep the final DNF and any
intermediate results small (though presumably not optimally small, due to the
hardness of such a task). Once converted to a DNF, satisfiability of the formula
is trivial to decide. A CNF-DNF conversion method for solving SAT, phrased
in a more general constraint satisfaction framework was recently studied exper-
imentally by Katajainen and Madsen [8]. Answering the question above limits
the worst case complexity of any algorithm obtained within this framework.
The monotone case: Our final motivation for considering the question comes
from the monotone version of the problem. Let dnfsize+(m, n) denote the maxi-
mum dnfsize(f) for a monotone function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}. In this case (see,
e.g., Wegener [16, Chapter 2, Theorem 4.2]), the number of prime clauses of f is
equal to cnfsize(f) and the number of prime implicants of f is equal to dnfsize(f).
Our problem can then be modelled on a hypergraph Hf whose edges are pre-
cisely the prime clauses of f . A vertex cover or hitting set for a hypergraph is
a subset of vertices that intersects every edge of the hypergraph. The number
of prime implicants of f is precisely the number of minimal vertex covers in
Hf . The problem of determining dnfsize+(m, n) then immediately translates to
the following problem on hypergraphs: What is the maximum number of distinct
minimal vertex covers in a hypergraph on n vertices with m distinct edges? In
particular, how many minimal vertex covers can a hypergraph with nO(1) edges
have?
Previous work: Somewhat surprisingly, the exact question we consider does not
seem to have been considered before, although some related research has been
reported. As mentioned, H̊astad’s switching lemma can be considered as a result
about approximating CNFs by DNFs. The problem of converting polynomial-
size CNFs and DNFs into representations by restricted branching programs for
the purpose of hardware verification has been considered since a long time (see
Wegener [17]). The best lower bounds for ordered binary decision diagrams
(OBDDs) and read-once branching programs (BP1s) are due to Bollig and We-
gener [3] and are of size 2Ω(n
1/2) even for monotone functions representable as
disjunctions of terms of length 2.
The results in this paper: In Section 2, we show functions where the the blow-up
when going from CNF to DNF is large:
for 2 ≤ m ≤ 2n−1, dnfsize(m, n) ≥ 2n−2 nlog(m/n) ;
for 2 ≤ m ≤ ( ndne2), dnfsize+(m, n) ≥ 2n−n log log(m/n)log(m/n) −log(m/n).
In particular, for m = nO(1), we have
dnfsize(m, n) = 2n−O(
n
log n ) and dnfsize+(m, n) = 2n−O(
n log log n
log n ).
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In Section 3, we show that functions with small CNFs do not need very
large DNFs. There is a constant c > 0 such that for all large n and all m ∈
[104n, 210
−4n],
dnfsize(m, n) ≤ 2n−c nlog(m/n) .
In particular, for m = nO(1), we have dnfsize(m, n) = 2n−Ω(n/log n).
For the class of CNF-DNF conversion based SAT algorithms described above,
our results imply that no algorithm within this framework has complexity
mO(1)2cn for some constant c < 1, though we cannot rule out an algorithm
of this kind with complexity mO(1)2n−Ω(n/ log n) which would still be a very
interesting result.
2 Functions with a Large Blow-up
In this section, we show functions with small cnfsize but large dnfsize. Our func-
tions will be the conjunction of a small number of parity and majority functions.
To estimate the cnfsize and the dnfsize of such functions, we will need a lemma.
Recall, that a prime implicant t of a boolean function f is called an essential
prime implicant if there is an input x such that t(x) = 1 but t′(x) = 0 for all other
prime implicants t′ of f . We denote the number of essential prime implicants of
f by ess(f).
Lemma 1. Let f(x) =
∧`
i=1 gi(x), where the gi’s depend on disjoint sets of








Proof. First, consider cnfsize(f). This part is essentially Theorem 1 of Voigt and
Wegener [15]. We recall their argument. Clearly, we can put together the CNFs
of the gi’s and produce a CNF for f with size at most
∑`
i=1 cnfsize(gi). To show
that cnfsize(f) ≥ ∑`i=1 cnfsize(gi), let C be the set of clauses of the smallest CNF
of f . We may assume that all clauses in C are prime clauses of f . Because the
gi’s depend on disjoint variables, every prime clause of f is a prime clause of
exactly one gi. Thus we obtain a natural partition {C1, C2, . . . , C`} of C where
each clause in Ci is a prime clause of gi. Consider a setting to the variables of
gj (j 6= i) that makes each such gj take the value 1 (this is possible because no
gj is identically 0). Under this restriction, the function f reduces to gi and all
clauses outside Ci are set to 1. Thus, gi ≡
∧
c∈Ci c, and |Ci| ≥ cnfsize(gi). The
first claim follows from this.
It is well known since Quine [12] (see also, e.g., Wegener [16, Chapter 2,
Lemma 2.2]) that dnfsize(f) ≥ ess(f). Also, it is easy to see that any essential
prime implicant of f is the conjunction of essential prime implicants of gi and
every conjunction of essential prime implicants of gi is an essential prime impli-
cant of f . Our second claim follows from this. ut
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We will apply the above lemma with the parity and majority functions as









has cnfsize and dnfsize equal to 2n−1. For monotone functions, it is known that
for the majority function on n variables, defined by
Maj(x) = 1 ⇔
n∑
i=1
xi ≥ n2 ,






Definition 1. Let the set of n variables {x1, x2, . . . , xn} be partitioned into ` =
dn/ke sets S1, . . . S` where |Si| = k for i < `. The functions fk,n, hk,n : {0, 1}n →






xj and hk,n(x) =
∧̀
i=1
Maj(xj : j ∈ Si).

































follows easily from this using Lemma 1. ut
Remark: One can determine the dnfsize of fk,n and hk,n directly using a gen-
eral result of Voigt and Wegener [15], which states that the dnfsize(g1 ∧ g2) =
dnfsize(g1) · dnfsize(g2) whenever g1 and g2 are symmetric functions on disjoint
sets of variables. This is not true for general functions g1 and g2 (see Voigt and
Wegener [15]).
Corollary 1. 1. Let 2n ≤ m ≤ 2n−1. There is a function f with
cnfsize(f) ≤ m and dnfsize(f) ≥ 2n−2n/ log(m/n).
2. Let 4n ≤ m ≤ ( ndn/2e). Then, there is a monotone function h with
cnfsize(h) ≤ m and dnfsize(h) ≥ 2n−n log log(m/n)log(m/n) −log(m/n).
5
Proof. The first part follows from Theorem 1, by considering fk,n for k =
blog2(m/n)c. The second part follows from the Theorem 1, by considering hk,n
with the same value of k. We use the inequality 2k/k ≤ ( kdk/2e) ≤ 2k−1 (valid for
k ≥ 2). ut
Let us understand what this result says for a range of parameters, assuming
n is large.
Case m = cn: There is a function with linear cnfsize but exponential dnfsize.
For ε > 0, by choosing c = θ(22/ε), the dnfsize can be made at least 2(1−ε)n.
Case m = nc: We can make dnfsize(f) = 2n−O(c
−1 n
log n ). By choosing c large we
obtain in the exponent an arbitrarily small constant for the (n/ logn)-term.
Case m = 2o(n): We can make dnfsize(f) grow at least as fast as 2n−α(n), for
each α = ω(1).
Monotone functions: We obtain a monotone function whose cnfsize is at most
a polynomial m = nc, but whose dnfsize can be made as large as 2n−ε
n log log n
log n .
Here, ε = O(c−1).
3 Upper Bounds on the Blow-up
In this section, we show the upper bound on dnfsize(m, n) claimed in the in-
troduction. We will use restrictions to analyse CNFs. So, we first present the
necessary background about restrictions, and then use it to derive our result.
3.1 Preliminaries
Definition 2 (Restriction). A restriction on a set of variables V is a function
ρ : V → {0, 1, ?}. The set of variables in V assigned ? by ρ are said to have been
left free by ρ and denoted by free(ρ); the remaining variables set(ρ) = V − free(ρ)
are said to be set by ρ. Let S ⊆ V . We use RVS to denote the set of all restrictions
ρ with set(ρ) = S. For a Boolean function f on variables V and a restriction ρ,
we denote by fρ the function with variables free(ρ) obtained from f by fixing all
variables x ∈ set(V ) at the value ρ(x).
The following easy observation lets us conclude that if the subfunctions ob-
tained by applying restrictions have small dnfsize then the original function also
has small dnfsize.





Proof. Let Φfρ denote the smallest DNF for fρ. For a restriction ρ ∈ RVS , let
t(ρ) be the term consisting of literals from variables in S that is made 1 by ρ
and 0 by all other restrictions in RVS . (No variables outside S appears in t(ρ).
Every variable in S appears in t(ρ): the variable x appears unnegated if and only
if ρ(x) = 1.) Then, Φ =
∨
ρ∈RVS t(ρ) ∧ Φfρ gives us a DNF for f of the required
size. ut
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In light of this observation, to show that the dnfsize of some function f is
small, it suffices to somehow obtain restrictions of f that have small dnfsize.
Random restrictions are good for this. We will use random restrictions in two
ways. If the clauses of a CNF have a small number of literals, then the switching
lemma of H̊astad[6] and Beame [1] when combined with Lemma 2 immediately
gives us a small DNF (see Lemma 4 below). We are, however, given a general
CNF not necessarily one with small clauses. Again, random restrictions come to
our aid: with high probability large clauses are destroyed by random restrictions
(see Lemma 5).
Definition 3 (Random restriction). When we say that ρ is a random restric-
tion on the variables in V leaving ` variables free, we mean that ρ is generated
as follows: first, pick a set S of size |V |− ` at random with uniform distribution;
next, pick ρ with uniform distribution from RVS .
We will need the following version of the switching lemma due to Beame [1].
Lemma 3 (Switching Lemma). Let f be a function on n variables with a a
CNF whose clauses have at most r literals. Let ρ be a random restriction leaving
` variables free. Then
Pr[fρ does not have a decision tree of depth d] < (7r`/n)d.
We can combine Lemma 2 and the switching lemma to obtain small DNFs for
functions with CNFs with small clauses.
Lemma 4. Let 1 ≤ r ≤ n
100 . Let f have a CNF on n variables where each clause
has at most r literals. Then, dnfsize(f) ≤ 2n− 1100 ·nr .
Proof. Let V be the set of variables of f . Let ρ be a random restriction on V





variables free. By the switching lemma, with probability
more than 1 − 2−d, fρ has a decision tree of depth at most d. We can fix S ⊆
V so that this event happens with this probability even when conditioned on
set(ρ) = S, that is, when ρ is chosen at random with uniform distribution from
RVS . If fρ has a decision tree of depth at most d, then it is easy to see that
dnfsize(fρ) ≤ 2d. In any case, dnfsize(fρ) ≤ 2`−1. Thus, by Lemma 2, we have






. Then, dnfsize(f) ≤ ∑ρ∈RVS dnfsize(fρ) ≤ 2n− `2 +1 ≤ 2n− 1100 ·nr . ut
Lemma 5. Let V be a set of n variables, and K a set of literals on distinct




[no literal in K is assigned 1] ≤ 2e−k8 .
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Proof. Let W be the set of variables that appear in K either in negated or non-
negated form. Using estimates for the tail of the hypergeometric distribution [2],
we see first have






Pr[no literal in K is assigned 1 | |W ∩ set(ρ)| ≥ k
4




[no literal in K is assigned 1] ≤ e−k8 + 2−k4 < 2e−k8 .
ut
3.2 Small DNFs from Small CNFs
We now show that the blow-up obtained in the previous section (see Corollary 1)
is essentially optimal.
Theorem 2. There is a constant c > 0, such that for all large n, and m ∈
[104n, 210
−4n],
dnfsize(m, n) ≤ 2n−c nlog(m/n) .
Proof. Let f be a Boolean function on a set V of n variables, and let Φ be
a CNF for f with at most m clauses. We wish to show that f has a DNF of
small size. By comparing the present bound with Lemma 4, we see that our job
would be done if we could somehow ensure that the clauses in Φ have at most
O(log(m/n)) literals. All we know, however, is that Φ has at most m clauses. In
order to prepare Φ for an application of Lemma 4, we will attempt to destroy
the large clauses of Φ by applying a random restriction. Let ρ be a random





variables free. We cannot claim immediately
that all large clause are likely to be destroyed by this restriction. Instead, we
will use the structure of the surviving large clauses to get around them. The
following predicate will play a crucial role in our proof.
E(ρ): There is a set S0 ⊆ free(ρ) of size at most n/10 so that every clause
of Φ that is not killed by ρ has at most r ∆= b100 log(m/n)c free variables
outside S0.
Claim. Prρ[E(ρ)] ≥ 1− 2− n100 .
Before we justify this claim, let us see how we can exploit it to prove our
theorem. Fix a choice of S ⊆ V such that Pr[E(ρ) | set(ρ) = S] ≥ 1− 2− n100 . Let
F = V − S. We will concentrate only on ρ’s with set(ρ) = S, that is, ρ’s from
the set RVS . We will build a small DNF for f by putting together the DNFs for
the different fρ’s. The key point is that whenever E(ρ) is true, we will be able
to show that fρ has a small DNF.
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E(ρ) is true: Consider the set S0 ⊆ free(ρ) whose existence is promised in
the definition of E(ρ). The definition of S0 implies that for each σ ∈ RFS0
all clauses of Φσ◦ρ have at most r literals. By Lemma 4, dnfsize(fσ◦ρ) ≤
2|F |−|S0|−
|F |−|S0|




dnfsize(fσ◦ρ) ≤ 2|S0|2|F |−|S0|−
|F |−|S0|
100r ≤ 2|F |− |F |−|S0|100r .
E(ρ) is false: We have dnfsize(fρ) ≤ 2|F |−1.
Using these bounds for dnfsize(fρ) for ρ ∈ RVS in Lemma 2 we obtain
dnfsize(f) ≤ 2|S| · 2|F |− |F |−|S0|100r + 2|S|2− n100 2|F |−1 = 2n(2− |F |−|S0|100r + 2− n100 ).
The theorem follows from this because |F | − |S0| = Ω(n) and r = O(log(m/n)).
We still have to prove the claim.
Proof of claim. Suppose E(ρ) is false. We will first show that there is a set of at
most dn/(10(r + 1))e surviving clauses in Φρ that together involve at least n/10
variables. The following sequential procedure will produce this set of clauses.
Since E does not hold, there is some (surviving) clause c1 of Φρ with at least r+1
variables. Let T be the set of variables that appear in this clause. If |T | ≥ n/10,
then we stop: {c1} is the set we seek. If |T | < n/10, there must be another clause
c2 of Φρ with r + 1 variables outside T , for otherwise, we could take S0 = T and
E(ρ) would be true. Add to T all the variables in c2. If |T | ≥ n/10, we stop with
the set of clauses {c1, c2}; otherwise, arguing as before there must be another
clause c3 of Φρ with r + 1 variables outside T . We continue in this manner,
picking a new clause and adding at least r + 1 elements to T each time, as long
as |T | < n10 . Within dn/(10(r + 1))e steps we will have |T | ≥ n10 , at which point
we stop.
For a set C of clauses of Φ, let K(C) be a set of literals obtained by picking
one literal for each variable that appears in some clause in C. By the discussion
above, for E(ρ) to be false, there must be some set C of clauses of Φ such that
|C| ≤ dn/(10(r + 1))e ∆= a, K(C) ≥ n10 and no literal in K(C) is assigned 1 by ρ.









































































≤ a2 n500 +2 log( mn )2e− n80
≤ a2 n400 2e− n80
2 log(m/n) ≤ n5000 follows from m ≤ 210
−4n
≤ 2 n400 2− n80 = 2− n100 .
This completes the proof of the claim. ut
Conclusion and Open Problems
We have shown lower and upper bounds for dnfsize(m, n) of the form 2n−c
n
log(m/n) .
The constant c in the lower and upper bounds are far, and it would be inter-
esting to bring them closer, especially when m = An for some constant A. Our
bounds are not tight for monotone functions. In particular, what is the largest
possible blow-up in size when converting a polynomial-size monotone CNF to an
equivalent optimal-size monotone DNF? Equivalently, what is the largest possi-
ble number of distinct minimal vertex covers for a hypergraph with n vertices
and nO(1) edges? We have given an upper bound 2n−Ω(n/ log n) and a lower bound
2n−O(n log log n/ log n). Getting tight bounds seems challenging.
Acknowledgements: An earlier version of this paper was submitted to the con-
ference on Mathematical Foundations of Computer Science (MFCS). We thank
the referees of MFCS for their comments on that version. The conference version
of this paper appeared in [9].
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